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ABSTRACT
With process scaling, leakage power reduction has become one of
the most important design concerns. Multi-threshold techniques
have been used to reduce runtime leakage power without sacrificing
performance. In this paper, we propose small biases of transistor
gate-length to further minimize power in a manufacturable manner. Unlike multi-V,h techniques, gate-length biasing requires no
additional masks and may be performed at any stage in the design
process.
Our results show that gate-length biasing effectively reduces leakage power by up to 25% with less than 4% delay penalty. We
show the feasibility of the technique in terms of manufacturability
and pin-compatibility for post-layout power optimization. We also
show up to 54% reduction in leakage unceltainty due to inter-die
process variation in circuits when biased gate-lengths, versus only
unbiased one, are used. Circuits selectively biased show much less
sensitivity to both intra and inter die variations.
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Figure 1: Variation of leakage and delay (each normalized to
1.00) for an NMOS device in an industrial 130nm technology.
provide, and multi-V,h processes are now standard. However, a new
complication facing multi-V,h is the increased variability of V,h for
low-V,h devices [24]. This occurs in part due to random doping fluctuations, as well as worsened DlBL (Drain Induced Barrier Lowering) and short-channel effects (SCE) in devices with lower channel
doping. The larger variability in V,h degrades the achievable leakage reductions of multi-V,h and will only worsen with continued
MOS scaling. Moreover, multi-V,h methodologies do not offer a
smooth tradeoff between performance and leakage power. Devices
with different V,h typically have a large separation in terms of performance and leakage, for instance a 15% speed penalty with a 1OX
reduction in leakage for high-V,h devices.
, ~transistors
)
within nonThe use of longer gate-lengths ( L G ~ in
critical gates was first described in [I]. In that work, very large
gate-lengths were considered, resulting in heavy delay and dynamic
power penalties. Moreover, cell layouts with larger gate-lengths are
not layout-swappable with their nominal versions, which results in
substantial ECO (Engineering Change Order) overheads during layout. The variation of delay and leakage with gate-length is shown in
Figure 1 for an industrial 130" process. Note that leakage current
flattens out with gate-lengthbeyond 140nm. making L G ~biasing
,~
less desirable in that range.
The problem of rising leakage requires new, manufacturable techniques. Here, we propose a novel leakage reduction methodology
based on small biases to the device gate-length. Contributions of
our work include the following.
A leakage reduction methodology based on less than 10%
increase in drawn gate'length of devices.
A thorough analysis of potential benefits and caveats of such
a biasing methodology, including implications of lithography
and process variability.
Experiments and resulis showing potential benefits of an Lcors
biasing methodology in different design scenarios such as
dual-V,h.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we
describe the proposed gate-length biasing methodology for leakage
reduction. Section 3 gives experiments and results validating the
proposed technique. Section 4 analyzes the potential manufacturing
and process variation implications of biasing gate-lengths. Finally,
Section 5 concludes with a brief description of ongoing research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
High power dissipation shortens battery life, reduces circuit performance and reliability, and has a large impact on packaging COSIS.
CMOS circuit power consists of dynamic and static components.
Leakage is becoming an ever-increasing component of total dissipated power with its contribution projected to increase from 18% at
l30nm to 54% at the 65nm node [23]. This necessitates development of new methods to reduce leakage power.
A number of approaches have been proposed to reduce static
leakage power when the system is in standby mode. [IO] proposed
the source biasing principle, where a positive bias is applied in the
standby state to the source terminal of an "off device. [ I I] suggested using transistor stacks to reduce standby leakage. [12, 13,
14, 151 proposed use of multi-threshold CMOS in which a highV,h CMOS is used to disconnect power supply to a low V,h logic
module during the standby state. Substrate-bias management for
leakage reduction is also proposed in 1161.
The only mainstream approach to reduce leakage power during
active, or runtime, mode is the multi-V,h manufacturing process [4,
5, 171. In this approach, cells in non-critical paths are assigned a
high \',h while cells in critical paths are assigned a low V,h: The major drawback lo this technique has traditionally been the nse in process costs due to additional steps and masks. The increased costs
have been outweighed by the substantial leakage reductions they
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2. Lcnr BIASING METHODOLOGY

that we retain the same poly-pitch as the unbiased version of
the cell. There is a small decrease in spacing between gate
poly geometries hut it is still well within minimum spacing
required by the process.
Delay impact of Lcotebias is measured by a simple canonical circuit wherein a minimum-sized inverter is placed as load to the gate
under consideration. The gate-length of the inverter is matched to
that of the driving gate. Delays for all possible input transitions
are then measured, and we compute average rise and fall delays for
the cell under test. Leakage is also measured and averaged over
all possible input combinations. These average delay and leakage
numbers are computed by detailed (HSPICE) circuit simulation for
Lcorebias selection.
For the 130nm process that we use in our studies, we search over
(positive) bias values from Inm to 9nm (layout grid pitch is IOnm)
in steps of Inm. For purposes of determining the appropriate gatelength bias we ignore dynamic power impact of biasing (i.e., we
only consider the delay/leakage tradeoff). We compute the bias so
as to restrict the delay penalty of biasing to a prescribed delay,,,,,,
percentage. Both fall and rise delays are not allowed to rise more
than this predetermined delay penalty. The bias value is then chosen
to minimize leakage power subject to the delay penalty constraint.
Our bias selection uses delaype,lty = lo%?.

level biasing are ease of implementation, ease of library layout, and potential ease in process tuning.
2. Cell-Level. Every library cell master has its own specific biased gate-length. All devices within a given cell share this
characteristic Lcare. but different cell masters are allowed to
have different biased gate-lengths. Potentially, there can be
as many distinct biased gate-lengths as there are masters.
3. Device-Level. Ideally, a device-level gate-length biasing approach will allow independent biasing of every gate in the library. However, as this is computationally impractical within

Librarv
"~Generation
An imponant :omponcni of the niethodolugy ia Iqout and :ban:tenistion o f the dual-/.(;,,, l i b r q . Since we in\sstigalc WT)I mill
bra.e> 1.) rhc gate-length. the lavout ofths biased Iibru) cell doe.;
nlir need to chnnpc e~reptior \implc auion13iii h a l i n g of dimensions. Moreover.since the bias is smaller than the minimum layout
grid pitch, design rule violations are highly unlikely. Of course, after the slight modifications to layout, the biased versions of the cell
are put through the standard extraction and powerltiming characterization process.
~

within a cell. In other words, all PMOS devices within a
given cell master have the same gate-length bias which is independent of the bias of NMOS devices in the cell as well
as the PMOS devices in other cells. This simplification permits us to exhaustively search for the "optimal" biased Lcar.
for devices. The rationale for this biasing approach is that in
complementvy MOS technologies, the NMOS devices in a
cell typically have identical topology (e.g. series connected
for NAND gates) and PMOS devices have identical topology
(e.g. parallel connected for NAND gates). Leakage has a
strong dependence on topology, with stacked devices leaking
much less than unstacked ones [18].

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Biased-LG,,, Selection
The key question in our methodology is the value of L G for~each
~ ~
transistor in the cells. We consider less than 10% biasing of the
gate-length. The reasons for such a small bias are as follows.
An increase in drawn dimension that is less than the layout
grid resolution (typically lOnm for 130nm technology) ensures pin-compatibility with the unsized version of the cell.
This is very important to ensure that multi-LG,, optimizations can be done post-placement or even after detailed routing without ECOs. In this way, we retain the layout transparency that has made multi-V,h optimization so adoptable
within chip implementation Rows. Biases smaller than the
layout grid-pitch also ensure design-rule correctness for the
biased cell layout, as long as the unbiased version is correct.
The nominal gate-length of the technology is usually very
close to or
hevond
.~
~. the "knee" of the leakage vs. LE-.. curve.
For large bias, the advantage of super-linear dependence of
leakage on gate.length is lost, Moreover, dynamic power and
delay both increase almost linearly with gate-length, Therefore, small bias gives more "hang for the buck".
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We now describe our test flow for validation of the Lmebiasing
methodology, and present experimental results. We consider up to
two gate-lengths and two threshold voltages. We perform experiments for the following scenarios - Single-V,,,, single-Lc,,, (SVTSGL); Dual-V,,,. single Lcae (DVT-SGL); Single-V,h. dual-LG,,,
(SVT-DGL); Dual-Kh, dual L G ~(DVT-DGL).
,~
The dual-V,h Row uses high and low values of V,e while the
single-l/;h Row uses only the low value of
. ,+!
The hasic elements
of our flow are a dual L a f dlibrary that captures the effects of Lcde
biasing on leakage, delay and input capacitance; and a t w l to perform leakage-aware sizing.
Dual LcataLibrary Characterization
We prune the TSMC 130nm library to contain only eight commonly used cells: INVX4, NANDX4, BUFX4, ANDX6, NORX4.
ORX6, A022X4 and OA22X4. To get the delay and leakage number, HSPICE [25] simulations are run using TSMC 130nm netlists
and STMicrcelectronics 130nm mice models.
Dual Lcae Optimization
We use a sizer similar to Duer proposed in [4]. All cells are sorted
in decreasing order of Aleakage x slack where Aleakage is the improvement in leakage after a cell is replaced with its less leaky V ~ I ant, and slack is its timing slack after the replacement has been
made. We use Design Compiler v2003.06-SPI(DC) [27] for final
validation of all timine and mwer results as well as comoutation of
dynamic power. 4
I

.

~~
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'The number 10%is determined empirically. ~ a r g e rbias c m lead to larger pr-cell
leakage saving at B higher performance COS,. However. in a resiling setup (described
below) with a delay constraint, the lcs*age benefit over the whole design cm decrease
as b e number of instances which can be replaced by their biased version (slower but
less leaky) i s reduccd.

~

turing processes. Moreover, we expect larger gate-lengths to have
better printability properties leading to less CD - and hence leakage
-variability. To validate our multiple gate-length approach in a postmanufacturing setup, we follow a reticle enhancement technology
(RET) and process simulation flow for an example cell master.
We use the layout of the AND2X6 from TSMC 0.13 pm and perform model-based optical proximity correction (OPC) on it using
Calibre “9.32.5 [26]5 The printed image of the cell is then calculated using prinrimage simulation in Calibre. We measure the gatelength for every device in the cell, for both biased and unbiased
versions. The results for the printed gate dimensions are shown in
Table 3. As expected, biased and unbiased gate-lengths track each
other well. There are some outliers which may be due to simplicity
of the OPC model being used. High correlation between printed
dimensions of biased and unbiased versions of the cells shows that
benefits of biasing estimated using drawn dimensions will not be
lost during the RET and manufacturing flows.
Another potentially valuable benefit of even slightly larger gatelengths is possible improved printability. Poly spacing is much
larger than poly gate-length, so that the process window (which
is constrained by the minimum resolvable dimension) tends to be
larger as gate-length increases, For example, the depth of focus for
various values of exposure latitude with the same illumination system as above for 130nm and 136nm lines is shown in Table 4.6
Process Variability
A number of sources of variation can cause fluctuations in gatelength, and hence in performance and leakage. This has been a
subject of much discussion in the recent literature (e.g., 121, 201).
Up to 20X variation in leakage has been reported in practice [191.
For leakage, the reduction in variation post-biasing is likely to be
substantial as the larger gate-length is closer to the “flatter” region
of the leakage vs. Lcatrcurve. To validate these intuitions, we study
the impact of gate-length variation on leakage and performance
both pre- and post-biasing using a simple worst-case approach. We
assume the CD variation budget to be ilOnm. The performance and
leakage of the test case circuits is measured at the worst-case, nominal and best-case process comers which consider just gate-length
variation. This is done for the technology-level L G biasing
~ ~ ap~
proach as an example. The results are shown in Table 5. For the
four test cases, we see a 39% to 54% reduction in leakage power
uncertainty caused by linewidth variation. Such huge reductions in
uncertainty can potentially outweigh benefits of alternative leakage
control techniques. We note that the comer case analysis just models the inter-die component of vanation, which typically
..
. constitutes
half of the total CD ;ariation.
To assess the impact of both within-die (WID) and die-to-die
(DTD) commnents of variation. we run 2000 Monte-Carlo simuiationi with’aw,D = ODTD = 3.33nm. he variations are assumed

‘lirble I: Optimum biased
lalues (in nanumetersj at
devicr-level granularit) givrn 10% limit on dela) penalt) dela?. Al.rakagr drnntes thr (prrccntngr) leakage savings oter the
corresponding unhimed cell with gate-length equal to I3Onm.

Table 2: Normalized critical-path delay, leakage power, and
dynamic power results for various V,k a n d gate-length scenarios. The second gate-length is determined by technology-level
~ ~ ~
or device-level L G selection.
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Test Cases
We use simple combinational circuits drawn from the ISCAS85
benchmark suite and Opencores 1281 as test cases. The four test
cases synthesize to 2069 (c?315), 4070 (~6288).2360 ( ~ 7 5 5 2and
)
13279 (alu128) gates. In VUI results, we report leakage, dynamic
power and circuit delay. We do not assume any wire-load models,
as a result of which the dynamic power and delay are underestimated.
Results
As described in Section 2, we choose the kore
bias at the technology.
level and at the device-level. We do not present results for cell-level
gate-length biasing as this offers no advantage over device-level biasing in terms of quality, nor over technology-level biasing in terms
of ease of implementation. The nominal gate-length for the tecb~
nology is 130nm. The technology-level biased L G is~calculated
to be 136nm based on an allowable 10% delay penalty. Table I
shows the optimum device-level biased L G values
~ ~and~ the corresponding leakage power benefit with a delay penalty constraint set
to 10%. We see 9%-36% leakage power benefit with less than 10%
delay overhead. This strongly supports our hypothesis that small
biases in Lc.,., intelligently applied, can afford significant leakage
savings with virtually no performance impact.
The timing constraint we give to the synthesis tool is very close to
the minimum achievable by any combination of threshold voltages
and gate-length. Synthesis is performed using low-V,h, nominalLcare library. For introduction of a V,k or Lcorewe relax the timing constraint by 2% to give sizing more room to recover power.
Results for this delay-constrained sizing for leakage recovery are
shown in Tables 2. Adding a gate-length to single V,h designs
can save 14.3% to 25.9 % leakage power with less than 4% delay penalty. For dual V,h implementations the leakage benefit is less
than 12%.The dynamic power penalty is less than 3.3% in all cases.

5Mcdel-brsed OPC is pafarmed using annular optical illumination ui!h A = 248nm

and NA = 0.7.

‘The prcccss ~imulafionwas performed using Prolirh v8.01291.

Table 3: Comparison of printed dimensions of unbiased and biased versions of AND2X6. The unbiased nominal gate-length is
130nm while the biased nominal is 136nm. Note the high correlation between unbiased and biased versions.

4. PROCESS EFFECTS

Table 4:Process window improvement with gate-length biasing.
The C D tolerance is kept a t 13nm. ELAT=Exposure latitude;
DOF=Depth of Foeus.
LnJtgU”1 I ELAl(!blf or 1 3 U m 1 tLAl(9)tor 136nm

Lithography: Manufacturability
As our method relies on biasing of drawn gate-length, it is important
to correlate it with actual printed gate-length on the wafer. This is
even more important as the bias we introduce in gate-length is of the
same order as typical critical dimension (CD) tolerance in manufac-

U.UY

0.33
0.5
0.67
1
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I

7.bb
6.97
5.98
4.67
2.06

I

7.71
7.04
6.23
5.02
2.71

the leakage-delay tradeoff. Our ongoing work is along the following directions. ( I ) Construction of effective biasing-based leakage
optimization heuristics. We are also investigating the use of more
than two gate-lengths for more frequently used and leaky cells in
the library, such as inverters and buffers. (2) Lco,. selection at
true device-level granularity. Here intelligent search methods will
be needed as brute force exhaustive search is computationally infeasible. Moreover, such device-level leakage optimization can be
easily extended to incolporate choice of V,h to yield an integrated
Lcorr- V,h leakage reduction Row. (3) Evaluating the impact of biasing on leakage at future technology nodes for which leakage is a
much bigger issue than it is at 130nm.

- - Technology-level Biased
- Uniformly Biased
L

I

I

,
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Figure 2: Leakage distributions for unbiased, uniform-biased
and technology-level selectively-biased alu128. Note the "leftshift" of the distribution with the introduction of biased devices
i n the design.
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